In this paper, we address the problem of automatic continuity of homomorphisms in some topological non associative * -algebras. To do this, we introduce and study on a non-associative algebra equipped with an involution * a notion we call * -semi-simplicity. It is based on the study of certain sided ideals called * -ideals.
1-Introduction
In this work, we define for an algebra in involution * (A, *) a concept that we call *semi-simplicity, it rests on the study of certain ideals. The interest thus is to restrict with a family of the ideals instead of considering all the left ideals. This concept of *semi-simplicity will contribute also under investigation of the problem of the automatic continuity of the linear operators in the topological algebras. While being based on the fact that the property to be locally bounded, is more essential, for an Banach algebra, that locally convexity, we were interested in the p-normed algebras (0 < p  1) [4] . We propose too to generalize the results known in the case of the Banach algebras to the case of the complete pnormed non associative algebras, in particular the non commutative Jordan algebras. We then show that if A is a *semi-simple p-normed non commutative
Theorem 3.1 [2]
Let  Is a homomorphism of a Banach algebra A on an strongly semi-simple Banach algebra B. if the image of  is dense in B, then  is automatically continuous.
Theorem 3.2 [3]
Let T a homomorphism of a Jordan-Banach algebra A on a Jordan-Banach algebra B. If B is strongly semi-simple and if the image of T is dense in B, then T is automatically continuous. Of its share, A.R. Palacios generalized the two theorems with the case of the complete normed associative power algebras.
Theorem 3.3 [4]
Any homomorphism with dense image of an complete normed associative power algebras A on an strongly semi-simple complete normed associative power algebras is automatically continuous.
The notion of separating space characterizes the continuity of linear operator. The utility of separating space comes owing to the fact that a linear operator is bounded if, and only if, its separating space is reduced to the singleton {0} ( [6] ).
Definition: 3.1
Let T a linear application of a complete p-normed space X in a complete pnormed space Y. Then, the separating space σ (T) of Y is the subset of Y defined by:
Proposition 3.1
Let X and Y two complete p-normed space, then the separating space σ (T) of any a linear application T: X  Y is a closed subspace of Y.
Proof.
Evidently σ (T) is a subspace vector of Y. Let (yk)k a sequence in σ(T) converging to y of Y.
we prove that y  σ(T). then, zk
Based on the fact that the property of being locally bounded, is more essential for a complete normed algebra, the local convexity and using specific techniques nonassociative algebras, we establish a complete p-normed Jordan algebra is the continuous inverse. Next, we show that the closure of own proper ideal of a complete p-normed Jordan algebra A is a own proper ideal. In particular, any maximal ideal of A is closed.
Definition 3.2
A topological algebra A is called locally bounded if t.v.s A is locally bounded i.e. If it has a neighborhood U of 0, bounded (i.e absorbed by every neighborhood V of 0:
A necessary and sufficient condition for a t.v.s either locally bounded is given by the following theorem Rovelin:
Theorem 3.4 ([1])
A t.v.s is locally bounded if, and only if, its topology may be defined by a p-norm IIeIIP where p is a fixed real number 0 <p  1. As in the associative case, a characterization of locally bounded algebras complete unit is given by the following theorem:
Theorem 3.5[1]
Let A be a complete metrizable nc Jordan unital algebra. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 1) There exist on A an equivalent distance d define the topology of A and such
2) A is locally bounded.
3) The IIeIIP topology of A may be defined by a norm II.IIp, 0 <p  1. Checking IIxyIIP  IIxIIP IIyIIP for all x, y and IIeII p= 1.
A topological algebra equipped with a p-nome checking IIxyIIP  IIxIIP IIyIIP will be called later p-normed algebra, it is clear that when p = 1, we find the notion of normed algebra.
Proposition 3.2
Let a complete p-normed Jordan algebra A unital with unit e, then any element x of A such that IIx -eIIp <1 is invertible.
Proof.
Consider the associated algebra BL (A) of bounded linear maps A, it is a complete p-normed algebra for the norm II.IIp defined by: 
Proof. It is known that the set Inv (BL (A)) of invertible elements of BL (A) is open [16].
Furthermore, A is metrisable and complete, so x is invertible if and only if Lx (resp. Rx) is invertible in BL (A). Since GL: x  Lx (resp. RL: x (e) is unique and denoted x -1 . As a result, the application
Corollary 3.2
Let A be a complete p-normed Jordan algebra A, then the closure of any proper ideal of A is a proper ideal of A. In particular, any maximal ideal of A is closed.
Proof.
Let M be a maximal ideal of A, then e M and M
(e) = e M, which is impossible.
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Definition 3.3
Let A an n.c Jordan *-algebra. We called *-radical of A, noted Rad*(A), the intersection of all * -maximal ideals of A. A is called *semi-simple if Rad*(A) = {0}.
Proposition 3.3
Let A be a non-associative *-algebra and M *-maximal ideal which is not maximal. Then there exists a maximal ideal N of A such that M = N  N * .
Proof.
As M is not maximum, there is a maximal ideal N of A such that M  N. Since Let T a linear application of a complete p-normed unital algebra A in a complete p-normed unital algebra B. then, if T is surjective, the separating space σ (T) is proper ideal of Y.
Let b  B and y  σ (T). y  σ(T), there then there exists a sequence (an)n  A such that: Suppose that eB  σ(T). Then, there exists a (an)n  A such that:
y. Suppose that T is surjective, then there exists

On automatic continuity of linear operators in certain classes
As eB is an element of center of B,
What contradicts the fact that rB(eB) = 1 
Proposition 3.6
Let A an *simple non associative *-algebra which is not simple. Then, there exists a subalgebra simple unit I of A such that A = I  I * . * . Let x I, we are: x = x1 = xe + x e'*, but x -xe = x e'*  I  I * = {0}, from where x = xe. In the same way, we checked that x = xe. Consequently, I am unital of unit e 
Proof
Lemma 3.1
Let T a homomorphism of an complete p-normed n.c Jordan algebra of A in an complete p-normed n.c Jordan algebra B, for any element a in A, r(T(a))  r(a).
Proof.
Let A and C under maximum commutative associative subalgebra of A containing a (the existence of is proven by the lemma of Zorn). Let D under maximum commutative associative algebra containing T (C) in B. Still Let us note per T the definite restriction of T of C in D. it is clear that SpD((T(a))  SpC(a). it thus results from it that:
Let T a homomorphism of an complete p-normed n.c Jordan algebra A on an complete p-normed n.c Jordan algebra B then, if B is simple and if T is surjective (or with dense range), T is continuous.
Let σ (T) the separating space of T in B which is simple, therefore σ (T) = {0} or σ (T) = B. the last case is impossible, indeed: Let e the unit of B. we have: 1 = r(e) = r(e -T(a) + T(a)).
However T (a) and e -T (a) commutate, therefore: r(e -T(a) + T(a))
 r(e -T(a))+ r(T(a)). From where, for any element a of A, 1  ||e -T(a)||p+ ||a||p. If e  σ(T), then there exists a sequence (an)n n  1 which converges to 0 in A such that the sequence (T(an))n n  1 converges to e in B. but 1  ||e -T(a)||p+ ||a||p →0, which impossible. From where, σ (T) = {0}. Consequently, T is continuous 
Theorem 3.5
Let T a homomorphism of an complete p-normed n.c Jordan algebra A on an complete p-normed n.c Jordan *algebra B then, if B is *simple and if T is surjective (or with dense range), T is continuous.
Proof.
Let B is an algebra *simple, there exists simple unital subalgebra I of B such that : B = I  I* (Proposition 3.6); following algebraic isomorphism: B  B/I*, one deduces that I am a maximum ideal of B. From where I (resp; I*) is closed in B. Consequently, I (resp; I*) is a complete p-normed subalgebra. Let us consider: Pr1: B  I (resp. Pr2: B  I*) the canonical projection of B on I (resp. of B on I*). Since Pr1 (resp. Pr2) is a continuous epimorphism, then according to the proposition (3.7) Pr1 T (resp. Pr2  T) is continuous. Consequently, T = (Pr1 + Pr2)  T = Pr1 T + Pr2 T is continuous 
Theorem 3.6
Let T is a homomorphism of a complete p-normed n.c Jordan algebra A on a complete p-normed n.c Jordan algebra B. If B is *-semi-simple and if T is surjective (or dense range), then T is continuous. Let (A, ||.||p ) an complete p-normed * semi-simple n.c Jordan algebra. Then, we have:
i)
All the complete p-normed on A are equivalent.
ii)
The involution * is automatically continuous.
Proof. i)
It is enough to apply the previous theorem to the Identity of A.
ii)
That is to say q the linear application of A in IR + defined by q(x) = II x * IIp (x  A).
We checks easily that Q is a complete p-normed on A. And according i), Q is equivalent to ||.||p
